We estimate the size dependence of the magnetic moment of Ni clusters by using a simple electronic shell model, in which the 4s electron levels are described by the spherical harmonic oscillator model. This model reproduces the whole structure in the size dependence of the magnetic moment which has been experimentally observed. ͓S0163-1829͑96͒06926-3͔
The magnetism of small ferromagnetic transition-metal clusters has been widely studied because of their extraordinary magnetic moments. Recent experiments have revealed that the magnetic moments of ferromagnetic transition-metal clusters align in superparamagnetic order under a certain thermal equilibrium condition and that the average magnetic moments per atom are larger than the bulk moments and gradually, but nonmonotonously approach the bulk moments with increasing cluster size. [1] [2] [3] Apsel et al. measured the magnetic moments of Ni clusters by using the Stern-Gerlach method, and clarified the size dependence of the magnetic moments of Ni N clusters (NϽ200͒ with the size resolution as the number of atoms of 1. 4 Besides the gradual decrease, they found some structures in the size dependence, that is, peaks at Nϭ 8, 20, 42, and 71 and dips at Nϭ 6, 13, 34, and 56 ͑see Fig. 3͒ .
They explained these structures by the cluster geometry, where the surface atoms or atoms with a small coordination number have larger magnetic moments than those of the inner atoms with a larger coordination number. Of course, the geometrical environments are very important to determine the local magnetic moment in a cluster, and actually some structures in size dependence can be explained by the geometries. However, it seems that the whole structure in the size dependence has not been explained completely only by the geometries.
In the present paper, we estimate the size dependence on the magnetic moment of Ni clusters by using a simple electronic-shell model, and explain the whole structure of the size dependence which has been experimentally observed. The fundamental idea has already been published. 5 Electronic states of Ni clusters calculated by the local spin-density-functional method show a typical energy level scheme, that is, the 3d-electron-derived levels, which are located densely around the highest occupied level, and the 4s-electron-derived levels, which are located sparsely both under and above the 3d-electron-derived levels. 5 The 4s-electron-derived levels do not distribute uniformly, but are bunching and constitute some group of levels when the cluster is almost spherical or highly symmetrical. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of energy levels in Ni clusters. An increase of cluster size reduces the energy interval between the bunches of the 4s electron levels, and increases the number of bunches appearing under the 3d electron levels.
If some 4s electron levels exist below the 3d electron levels, holes exist at the top of 3d electron levels. The number of holes is equal to the number of 4s levels below the 3d electron levels, since the number of valence electrons in a Ni atom, 10, is equal to the degeneracy of the 3d electron levels. The number of holes is equal to the number of unpaired electrons, that is, the amount of spin magnetic moments ͑in Bohr magnetons B ). Thus, if the 4s levels are bunched well, it is expected that the magnetic moment increases stepwise at a cluster size where the 4s levels are filled. The electronic-state calculation by the local spindensity-functional method has predicted that such a stepwise change occurs at Nϭ8 and 19 in Ni N clusters. 5 Based on the results of the calculation, we estimate the size dependence of the magnetic moment in the region of larger size by using the following simple model.
We assume that the electronic energy levels of Ni clusters consist of both bandlike 3d-electron levels which are located around the highest occupied level and the 4s electron levels which distribute discretely. Figure 2 shows 
Here, N is the oscillation frequency, which determines the dimension of the clusters and varys with the number of atoms, N. The 4s electron level is occupied if the energy E n is lower than a threshold energy e t . The number of 4s electrons in a cluster, n 4s , is given by the equation
where n occ is the quantum number of the highest occupied level.
According to the assumption, holes of the same number as the number of 4s electrons appear at the top of the 3d electron levels. Then, we estimate the magnetic moment of the clusters from the number of holes, i.e., number of unpaired electrons. The magnetic moment per atom, N , is given by
The oscillation frequency N is expected to depend on the volume of clusters as
.
͑4͒
To estimate the magnetic moment, we determine two parameters e b and e t . We choose a value of the bandwidth of the bulk crystal ͑the width from the bottom of the band to the Fermi level: 0.322 a.u.͒ for e b and a value of the width from the bottom to a value between the Fermi level and the center of the 3d band ͑0.290 a.u.͒ for e t . The fact that e t ϳe b means that the quantum number of the highest occupied level is expressed as
It is noted that, by solving Eq. ͑2͒ for a given value n 4s ϭn e , the quantum number for which a shell closing occurs is expressed by
Then, Eqs. ͑5͒ and ͑6͒ give the fact that the number of 4s electrons per atom at the shell closing is estimated to be nearly equal to 1, i.e., Nϳn e . Figure 3 shows the estimation of the size dependence of the magnetic moment in Ni clusters by using the above model and parameters. For comparison, recent experimental results 4 are also shown. It is found that the estimation reproduces the prominent four peaks experimentally observed around at Nϭ8, 20, 40, and 70. Moreover, two weak broad peaks observed around at Nϭ135 and 190 also appear in the estimation at Nϭ125 and 190. Therefore, it is found that the estimation can reproduce the observed peaks, which appear at the number roughly corresponding to the shell-closing numbers. Because the degeneraces of the energy levels are overestimated in the simple shell model, the higher two peaks in the estimation are excessively prominent; if an inharmonic term (ϰr 4 ) and/or an anisotropic term which remove the high degeneracy of the levels are taken into the model, the fine structures and the broadness of the observed peaks would be reproduced better. The fact that the higher two peaks (Nϭ135 and 190͒ appear in a larger number of atoms than the corresponding shell-closing numbers (n e ϭ 112 and 168͒ suggests that the number of the 4s electrons per atom decreases gradually with cluster size and becomes close to the bulk value (ϳ0.6͒.
Positions and heights of the peaks are determined mainly by the relative value of e t to e b , and are not sensitive to the absolute values of e t and e b . With increasing ͑decreasing͒ e t relatively to e b , the number of 4s electrons per atom increases ͑decreases͒. As a result, the peak positions become smaller ͑larger͒ and the heights larger ͑smaller͒. For example, peak positions and heights change approximately by 5% when the value of e t changes by Ϯ0.005 from 0.290 ͑a.u.͒ with a fixed value of e b . However, the general feature of the structure does not change.
The absolute values of the magnetic moments by the estimation (р1 B ) are smaller than experimental values, especially in the region of small size. It is due to the estimation that the number of 4s electrons is nearly equal to 1 at the shell-closing number. However, it is noted that theoretical studies using the local spin-density-functional method [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] show that the magnetic moments are similar to our estimation rather than the experimental results. Moreover, the calculation by using the nonlocal spin-density-functional method ͑the generalized gradient approximation 10, 11 ͒ shows similar results. 12 These calculations were performed with fixed atomic structures. A structure-optimized calculation might give larger magnetic moments in the region of small size.
In conclusion, we estimate the size dependence of the magnetic moment in Ni clusters by using the simple electronic-shell model. The estimation reproduces the prominent peaks in the size dependence of the magnetic moment which are experimentally observed. We believe that the estimation can be applied to other ferromagnetic transitionmetal clusters Fe N and Co N , where the magnetic moments per atom N are given by the formula N ϭ͑10Ϫn b ͒ϩ͑ n occ ϩ1 ͒͑ n occ ϩ2 ͒͑ n occ ϩ3 ͒/3N. ͑7͒
Here, n b is the number of valence electrons per atom, i.e., 8 for Fe clusters and 9 for Co clusters.
